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Abstract— for enhancing security in distributed systems this paper explains a systematic approach for authenticating 
clients by three factors, namely password, biometrics and dynamic access code. The reason for replacing smart cards with 
the dynamic access code is based on the limitations experienced by the clients while using smart cards. The proposed 
framework not only assures securing information at low cost but also protects client privacy in distributed systems with the 
high level secured environment. 
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1 INTRODUCTION                                                       

or thousands of years individuals have used passwords to 
authenticate their identity. Passwords were the first security 
system implemented on computers 40 years ago and repre-

sent the most common, if inappropriate (when used alone), 
security technology used in today’s computer and Internet 
environment. They are used in conjunction with ATM cards, 
funds transfer, credit/debit cards, access to personal and fi-
nancial information, physical facility access and in other situa-
tions where basic personal identification must be verified. 
In this paper, the three authenticating techniques used are: 
 

 Password. 
 Dynamic access code. 
 Biometric characterist 

 
    Earlier mechanisms were based only on passwords, and to 
implement such mechanism is easy and have many vulnera-
bilities. Mostly the passwords selected are either poorly select-
ed or are short strings. Due to these shortcomings hardware 
authentication tokens were introduced.  
 
    Common biological characteristics used for Biometric enter-
prise authentication are fingerprints, palm or finger vein pat-
terns, iris features, and voice or face patterns. These last three 
involve no physical contact with a biometric sensor, which 
makes them less intrusive to use. The main benefit of using a 
biometric authentication] factor [2], [3],[4]  instead of a physi-
cal token is that biometrics can't easily be lost, stolen, hacked, 
duplicated, or shared. They are also resistant to social engi-
neering attacks – and since users are required to be present to 
use a biometric factor, it can also prevent unethical employees 
from repudiating responsibility for their actions by claiming 
an imposter had logged on using their authentication creden-
tials when they were not presen 
Third authenticating technique used in this paper is Dynamic 
access code, which is generated on the server side and is sent 
to the client either on the mobile phone or else to their mail ID. 

1.1 MOTIVATION 
The motivation of this paper is overcome the limitations of 
using a smart card as the third authentification technique and 
replacing it with dynamic access code. A well designed three-
factor authentication protocol can greatly improve the infor-
mation assurance in distributed systems 

1.2 CONTRIBUTION 
The main contribution of this paper is to overcome the limita-
tions of using a smart card.  
 
     For higher security needs, a smart card is a not a tamper-
proof device to store information. All data and passwords on a 
card are stored in the EEPROM and can be erased or modified 
by an unusual voltage supply. Therefore some security pro-
cessors implemented sensors for environmental changes. 
However, since it is difficult to find the right level of sensitivi-
ty and there is a voltage fluctuation when the power is suplied 
to the card, this method is not widely used. Other successful 
attacks methods include heating the controller to a high tem-
perature or focusing the UV light on the EEPROM, thus re-
moving the security lock. Invasive physical attacks are the 
most destructive when the card is cut and processor removed. 
Then the layout of the chip can be reverse engineered. 
 
     Differential Power Analysis (DPA), is a statistical attack on 
a cryptographic algorithm which compares a hypothesis with 
a measured outcome and is often capable of extracting an en-
cryption key from a smart card or other computing device. 
Simple Power Analysis (SPA), the direct analysis of the rec-
orded power data to determine actions and data, is also useful. 
 

First, we demonstrate how to incorporate biometrics in the 
existing authentication. Second, authentication protocols in 
our framework can provide true three-factor authentication, 
namely a successful authentication requires password, dy-
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namic access code, and biometric characteristics. Last, in the 
proposed framework clients’ biometric characteristics are kept 
secret from servers. This not only protects user privacy but 
also prevents a single-point failure (e.g., a breached server) 
from undermining the authentication level of other services. 

1.3 RELATED WORK 
There has been several authentication protocols have been to 
integrate biometric authentication with password authentica-
tion and/or smart-card authentication. Lee et al. [5] designed 
an authentication system which does not need a password 
table to authenticate registered users. Instead, smart card and 
fingerprint are required in the authentication. However, due 
to the analysis given in [6], Lee et al.’s scheme is insecure un-
der conspiring attack. Lin and Lai [7] showed that Lee et al.’s 
scheme is vulnerable to masquerade attack. Namely, a legiti-
mate user (i.e., a user who has registered on the system) is able 
to make a successful login on behalf of other users. An im-
proved authentication protocol was given by Lin and Lai to fix 
that flaw. The new protocol, however, has several other securi-
ty vulnerabilities. First, Lin-Lai’s scheme only provides client 
authentication rather than mutual authentication, which 
makes it susceptible to the server spoofing attack [8]. Second, 
the password changing phase in Lin- Lai’s scheme is not se-
cure as the smart card cannot check the correctness of old 
passwords [9]. Third, Lin-Lai’s scheme is insecure under im-
personation attacks due to the analysis given by Yoon and Yoo 
[10], who also proposed a new scheme. However, the n 
scheme is broken and improved by Lee and Kwon [11]. In [12], 
Kim et al. proposed two ID-based password authentication 
schemes where users are authenticated by smart cards, pass-
words, and fingerprints. However, Scott [13] showed that a 
passive eavesdropper (without access to any smart card, 
password or fingerprint) can successfully login to the server 
on behalf of any claiming identity after passively eavesdrop-
ping only one legitimate login. Bhargav-Spantzel et al. pro-
posed a privacy preserving multifactor authentication proto-
col with biometrics [14]. Fan and Lin [17] proposed a three-
factor authentication scheme with privacy protection on bi 
metrics. The essential approach of their scheme is as follows: 
1) During the registration, the client chooses a random string 
and encrypts it using his/her biometric template; 2) The result 
(called sketch) is stored in the smart card; and 3) During the 
authentication, the client must convince the server that he/she 
can decrypt the sketch, which needs correct biometrics (close 
to the biometric template in the registration). As we shall 
show shortly, our framework employs a different approach. 
The client in our framework uses his/her biometrics to gene 
ate a random string. This leads to a generic three-factor au-
thentication protocol from smart-card-based password au-
thentication. Very recently, Li and Hwang [18] proposed an-
other biometric-based remote client authentication scheme 
using 
 
2. Three-Factor Verification  
Three-factor authentication involves authenticating the client 
using a password, biometric scan and dynamic access code. A 
three-factor authentication protocol involves a client C and a 

server S, and consists of five phases. 
 
3-Factor-Initialization:  
S generates two system parameters PK and SK. PK is pub-
lished in the system, and SK is kept secret by S. An execution 
of this algorithm is denoted by 

),()(3 SKPKktionInitializaFactor →−− , where k 
is system’s security parameter. 
 
 3-Factor-Reg: A client C, with an initial password PW and 
biometric characteristics BioData, registers on the system by 
running this interactive protocol with the server S. The output 
of this protocol is a dynamic access code, which is given to C. 
An execution of this protocol is denoted by  
 

DMCSKSBioDataPWC gFactor → →← −− ][],[ Re3  
 
3-Factor-Login-Auth: This is another interactive protocol be-
tween the client C and the server S, which enables the clientto 
login successfully using PW, SC, and BioData. An execution of 
this protocol is denoted by 

 
][],,[ 3 SKSBioDataDMCPWC AuthLoginFactor  →← −−−  

 
The output of this protocol is “1” (if the authentication is suc-
cessful) or “0” (otherwise). 
 
3-Factor-Password-Changing: 
 This protocol enables a client to change his/her password 
after a successful authentication. 
 
3-Factor-Biometrics-Changing:  
An analogue of password- changing is biometrics-changing, 
namely the client can change his/her biometrics used in the 
authentication, e.g., using a different finger or using iris in-
stead of finger. 
 
Error Tolerance and Non Trusted Devices: 
One challenge in biometric authentication is that biometric 
characteristics are prone to various noise during data collect-
ing, and this natural feature makes it impossible to reproduce 
precisely each time biometric characteristics are measured. A 
practical biometric authentication protocol cannot simply 
compare the hash or the encryption of biometric templates 
(which requires an exact match). Instead, biometric authenti-
cation must tolerate failures within a reasonable bound. An-
other issue in biometric authentication is that the verification 
of biometrics should be performed by the server instead of 
other devices, since such devices are usually remotely located 
from the server and cannot be fully trusted. The above two 
subtle issues seem to be neglected in a recent three-factor au-
thentication protocol proposed by Li and Hwang [18]. 
 
Cost effectiveness.  
To make three-factor authentication practical, biometric-
related operations must be performed fast and accurately. As 
indicated in [16], the performance of extracting and authenti-
cating certain types of biometrics (e.g., face and keystroke) is 
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not satisfactory, but others (e.g., fingerprint and iris) can satis-
fy practical requirements. (Examples include fingerprint 
recognition in laptops and biometric visa.) 
 
Security requirements.  
A three-factor authentication protocol can also face passive 
attackers and active attackers. A passive (an active) attacker 
can be further classified into the following three types. 
Type I attacker has the dynamic access code and the biometric 
characteristics of the client. It is not given the password of that 
client. 
Type II attacker has the password and the biometric charac-
teristics. It is not allowed to obtain the data in the dynamic 
access code. 
Type III attacker has the dynamic access code and the pass-
word of the client. It is not given the biometric characteristics 
of that client. Notice that such an attacker is free to mount any 
attacks on the (unknown) biometrics, including biometrics 
faking and attacks on the metadata (related to the biometrics). 
 
 
2.1 Fuzzy Extractor 
This section briefly reviews the fuzzy extractor introduced 
 
2.1.1 Metric Space 
A metric space is a set M with a distance function dis :  
 

],0[ ∞=→× +IRMM which obeys various natural prop-
erties. 
 
2.1.2 Statistic Distance 
The statistical distance between two probability distributions 
A and B is denoted by  
 

)Pr()Pr(21),( vBvABASD v =−== ∑  
 
2.1.3 Entropy 
The min-entropy H ∞ (A) of a random variable A is 

])Pr[log(max aAa =− . 
 
2.3.4 Fuzzy Extractor 
A fuzzy extractor extracts a nearly random string R from its 
biometric input w in an error-tolerant way. If the input 
changes but remains close, the extracted R remains the 
same. To assist in recovering R from a biometric input w0, 
a fuzzy extractor outputs an auxiliary string P. However, R 
remains uniformly random even given P. The fuzzy extrac-
tor is formally defined as below. 
 
Definition: An (M,m,l,t,e) fuzzy etractor is given by two pro-
cedures (Gen, Rep). 
 

1. 




→ →
P
R

GenwBioData:  
 
Where ‘R’ represents the random string and ‘P’ represents 

auxillary string. Gen is a probabilistic generation procedure, 

which on (biometric) input Mw∈ outputs an “extracted” 
string 
 

2.  →
':wBioData Rep R→ if dis( tww ≤),( '  

Rep is a deterministic reproduction procedure allowing to 
recover R from the corresponding auxiliary string P and any 
vector 'w close to w  
 
 
3 Comparison with previous models  
The purpose of this paaper is to overcome the limitations of 
using a smartcard in three factor authentication and replace it 
with dynamic access code. This saves the time and effort on 
the design of three-factor authentication with those properties, 
and more importantly avoids the confusing “broken and I 
proved” process in the existing research on three-step verifica-
tion. 
 
. 
4 Conclusion 
Ensuring security in distributed systems can be difficult. This 
paper makes an effort forward in solving this problem by pro-
posing 3 step verification process using dynamic access code. 
The authentication is based on password, biometric scan and 
dynamic access code. Our framework not only demonstrates 
how to obtain secure three-factor verfication from two factor 
authentication, but also addresses several prominent issues of 
biometric authentication in distributed systems. The future 
work is to fully identify the practical threats on three-factor 
authentication and develop concrete threefactor authentication 
protocols with better performances. 
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